Introduction
In a generic scrhso1' system of N seiisors, thc sensor Si, i = 1 , 2 , , ,., N, outputs Y ( ; ) E 8" corrcspondiiig to input X E RIf according to the distribution Pyiijlx, The input X is t,he quantity that, needs to be "esti,matcd" or "measurcd" by the sensors, such as t,he prescncc of a targct or a value of the fcaturc This sensor fusion problem is fairly gcncral in (hat, a sensor could be a hardware device, a softwarc module, or a combinat,ion. Several othcr sensor fusion problcms c m bc forinulatcd as special cases. For example, in the door dctcction problem [8] , Si is an ultrasonic or iiifrared detcctor, and the objcclive is to detect doors t,hat arc wido ciioiigh for a robot to pass through. In the funct,ion cstiniatioii problcins [a] , S, is a software module that prcdicts a [unction value with certain crrors, and tlic objcctivc is to fusc a number of such modulcs to impriwe thc prcdictiori accuracy.
There are two typcs of errors that a scnsor can makc. The measurement error corrcsponds to the randomness involved in measuring a particular valuc of thc fcature X, wliich is distribritcd according to P y c q x . The ,systematic error at X corrcsponds to
E [ C ( X , Y (~) )~X ]
which must be o iii tlie casa of a pcrfcct sensor. In this paper, we propose a projective fuser LE that is guaranteed t o be at least as efficient as the best sensor, and can be much better in certain cases. We also show that this fuser is optimal in tlic class of projective fusers. This fuser utilizes the lower envelope of the regression curves (with respect to X) of scnsors by projecting a t each X the sensor with the least error. Similar fusers have been earlier proposed for classifiers [7] and function estimators 191 which are spccial cases of generic sensors considered in this paper.
Exact computation of f L E requires a complctc knowledge of the sensor distributions, which are very difficult t o estimate in some engineering and robotic systems. This difficulty is mainly due t o the variety and complexity of the present day sensor systems, wherein a single sensor could consist of a number of sensing hardware units and computing modules. As a result, devcloping accurate error distributions for these systems is extremely challenging, since it could require expertise in a number of disciplines such as device physics, software modules, and statistical cstimation. In these systems, however, it is relatively easy to collect "sensor data" by sensing objects with known parameters. We thus consider a formulation wherein the sen'sor distributions are unknown. We are given an indcpendently and identically distributed (iid) l-sample
where yi = (Yf'), y,'", . . . , T'") and $) is the output of S, in response to input Xi. In this case, the exact computation of fi,E is not possible since it requires a complete knowledge of the sensor distributions. We prcsent a saTple-based method to compute a consistent estimator f~n of LE based on regression estimation methods.
In earlier works, the computational and finite sample results have been obtained for the generic fusion problem using fusers based on neural networks, Nadaraya-Watson estimators, and vector spaces (see [SI for an overview). But, very few results that establish the superiority of the fuser over the best sensor based are known for the general casc. For the special case of fusing classifiers or concept learners such results are known [7, 101 . Furthermore, most available fusion methods are based on linear fuscrs [l, 12, 31.
The projective fusers provide a complementary performance and can be used in cases where linear fusers are not effective (see Section 3.1). Furthermore, we propose metafusers that fuse sensors as well as fusers. By suitably utilizing projective and linear fuscrs, we obtain metafusers that are at lcast as good as the best sensor as yell as the best fuser.
The projectivc fusers are discussed in Section 2, and are compared to linear, isolation, and metafusers in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, respcctivcly. COIII~U-tation of the projective fusers based on a sample is discussed in Section 4. Example 2.1: Consider that X is uniformly distributed over [0, 11, which is measured by two sen- 
We have (see Figure 1) . In other words, there is no measurement noise in the sensors but just a systematic error due to how the feature value is utilized; addition of independerit measurement iioisc as in Examplc 2.1 does not change the basic conclusions of the example. Now consider the quadratic cost function Then, for X E g d , we have
By taking the expectations with respect to P, y on both sides, we have I(fLE) 5 I(fp), and hence f L B is an optimal projective fuser.
Comparison With Other Fusers
We now compare the performance of the projective fusers with two other types of fusers. (X, f,,B) .
Linear Fusers
Note that the addition of independent measurement error as in Example 2.1 by thc sensors does not change the basic nature of the conclusion of Examples 3.1 and 3.2. In summary, the performance of the optimal linear and projective fusers arc complementary in general.
Isolation Fusers
We now discuss the isolation property of the fuser class that cnsures that the fnser is at least as good as the best estimator. A fnscr class B = {g(Y) : 
Conclusions
We proposed a fuser that combines the outputs of sensors of a generic sensor system. The fuser utilizes the lower envelope of the regression curves by projecting, at each point of feature space, the sensor with the least error. This fuser is shown to be optimal among all projective fnsers, and is also at least as good as the best sensor. In the case the sensor distributions are not known, an estimator of the fuser can be computed entirely based on a training sample. This estimator is shown t o be strongly consistent with the optimal projective fuser. We combined the linear and projective fnsers to realize metafusers that are guaranteed t o be at least as good as the best sensor as wcll as the best fuser. Open issues in the fuser design are the finite sample performance and computational complexity of the estimator LE.
